
Trifork is proud to announce the third edition of NoSQL Search Roadshow London.
The conference has been designed for technical decision-makers, software developers, 
data managers, IT architects and technical ambassadors. 

After running the NoSQL Search Roadshow 2013 in 
Munich, Berlin, San Francisco, Copenhagen, Zurich and 
Amsterdam the next stop is in London on November 20!

The NoSQL Search Roadshow offers ideal opportunities 
for learning, networking and tracking innovations 
happening in the NoSQL environment including 
MongoDB Riak, Neo4j, Hadoop, Cassandra and many 
others. 

At the Roadshow participants will learn about efficient 
and cheaper NoSQL solutions that manage growing data 
and that help to improve data availability. Based on real 
life scenarios this conference aims to show how new 
Database solutions can simplify data management 
problems. This year the program is divided into two 
tracks: targeting developers and executives respectively.  
Besides one technical and one use case track three 
different training sessions are also offered! 

Whether you are interested in gaining an in-depth understanding of the leading NoSQL 
Solutions on the market or you would simply like to learn from other companies that have 
deployed NoSQL in their organization, this event is for you.

Attendees can register on the website: https://secure.trifork.com/nosql-london-2013/
registration/. The early bird offer (100 GBP) expires on 21.10! 

Enjoy one, intense day packed with amazing talks, case studies and technical training!
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Free GOTO Night on NoSQL in London

On behalf of NoSQL Search Roadshow London, free 
warm up event is organized. 

The GOTO Night is designed for developers who want 
to stay up to date with the latest tools, technologies, 
processes and practices in the software industry. 
This time David Mytton, founder of server monitoring 
tool, Server Density, will consider all the infrastructure 
requirements of a successful high performance 
infrastructure with hints and tips that can be applied 
to any NoSQL technology.

NOTE: The number of places is limited - First-come, first-served! 

Attendees can register on the website: http://nosqlroadshow.com/nosql-london-2013/
upcomingevents/

Looking forward to meeting you in London!

About Trifork: 
Trifork develops products and solutions for the financial, government, manufacturing and 
telecom sector. In order to maintain the position as technological front runners, Trifork 
organizes software development conferences, training courses and technological networks 
nationally and internationally. Each year, more than 6000 participants and 900 speakers 
participate on Trifork organized conferences or training courses. Trifork is a leading 
provider of software training focusing on SCRUM, Agile, Spring, .NET and Java 
disciplines.

For more information please contact:

Ewa Kucharczyk

Sales & Conference Manager
-------------------------------------------------------
Trifork GmbH, Neuhofstrasse 8, CH-8834 Schindellegi, Switzerland
Mobile Phone: +48 666 358 460; 
Mail: eku@trifork.com
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